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this reader friendly marketing book conveys timely
and relevant material in a dynamic presentation of
how marketing concepts are implemented and what
they mean in the marketplace it introduces
marketing from the perspective of real people
making real marketing decisions at leading
companiesevery day learners will come to
understand that marketing is aboutcreating
valuefor customers for companies and for society
as a whole and they will see how that is
accomplished in the real world a five part
organization covers making marketing value
decisions identifying markets and understanding
customers needs for value creating the value
proposition communicating the value proposition
and delivering the value proposition for
individuals interested in a career in marketing a
guide to the information services and sources
provided to 100 types of small business by
associations consultants educational programs
franchisers government agencies reference works
statisticians suppliers trade shows and venture
capital firms
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valuefor customers for companies and for society
as a whole and they will see how that is
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customers needs for value creating the value
proposition communicating the value proposition
and delivering the value proposition for
individuals interested in a career in marketing
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